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About This Game

Take up the mantle of grave digger, Harey Burke, a mysterious rogue who must collect energy cells from the robot
graveyard to survive.

Puzzle your way through a near infinite amount of Minesweeper inspired levels, using quick wits and special skills to avoid
disturbing the Steamborgs (steam-powered-cyborgs) who lurk six foot under, ready to pull Harey Burke to his doom - it is not

going to be easy!

Grave Matters is a nerve-racking, adrenaline fuelled challenge, but you will not face it alone. You’ll be accompanied by Bobby,
a (super cute) steam-powered, puppy dog, who will sacrifice his life for yours if you need it.

Set in a Tim Burtonesque steampunk world, with high definition 3D graphics and undead zombie charm. Grave Matters is a
unique sensory and intellectually challenging experience that is perfect for your big screen!

Featuring 3 Acts with unique gameplay rules and tons of levels, plus an insanely difficult infinite survival mode, you will never
run out of graves to dig up! Use the energy you collect, to unlock character upgrades, so you can progress further and demolish

your friends high scores on Game Center.

Can you Dig it?
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-----------------------------------------
Arrow Keys | Move
Dig/Confirm | Space

Use Lightning | Left Ctrl
Use Dog Sense | Left Alt
Place a Flag | Right Alt
Menu/Quit | Left Shift
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I finished Ape Out this morning. The style is incredible. That said, it lasted an hour and a half and I was tired of the gameplay
about halfway through. That's reflected in the price, but I was really hoping for it to be more fun to play. I found the level design
to be frustrating pretty often as you're heavily disincentivized from carrying enemies around (makes you REALLY slow, and
they don't take any more than 1-3 shots) which would help a lot when you turn a corner and find 8 enemies all aiming at you and
no cover between them and you. Your only real options when this happens are: Walk all the way around them, or wait for them
to come up to you and take them out as they turn the corner. Neither of these are fun ways to solve the problem, and this kind of
situation I found happened a lot. It also seems like a symptom of the random generation. So is it worth the $15? Maybe. The
only real variation on the gameplay comes with new enemy types, so don't expect anything more than what you've seen (aside
from the style of course). It's certainly not worth anything more than $15 in my opinion.. A very solid twin-stick shooter. Not
the best out there, but quite good. It's responsive and smooth, and the music is great. I found the difficulty ramp good at the
beginning, but it climbed a bit too high for me about 75% through the game, but that may have been the upgrades I chose.

There are some frustrating deaths and the backdrop of the planet levels sometimes obscure enemy fire, but most of the time it
felt fair and challenging. It's a good time, especially for the price (and doubly so if it's on sale).. Achievement spam trash. If you
ever needed a way to prove to someone how great VR is, show them this game. Just. Wow. It has released the child within me.
10/10. Very uninspired TD game. You never really have enough gold to implement any kind of strategy that the variety of units
could

make.. There's a random crash that has a chance of ocurring whenever a mandatory NPC you get at the start of the game makes
any kill. Given the game limits saving, this makes it unplayable and the developers have moved onto other projects and showed
no interest in fixing this in over a year.. I liked the game but I feel like it's the weakest of the series a lot of the stuff leading up
to the final few chapters lacked impact. LIke the whole arc with the natives was kind of uninteresting. I think the game would
have been better if more attention had been given to the demon war itself maybe have some more vairance in the way you fight
the war. I still enjoyed it though I just think it could have been better.. best nascar game in 13 years. not saying alot i know, but
at least the racing is fun again.
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 Rating: 8/10 
Good game, just like bomberman. I met a dev once, and he was pretty nice. There are a few bugs, but they're working them out.
Whenever you destroy a crate you have a chance of getting a speed upgrade, bomb size upgrade, or another bomb to place at
once. It's pretty easy to get a grasp around how to play the game. It's pretty good for streamers who want to play with viewers,
mainly because it's free and you can play with up to 8 players. I recommend it.. Upon first delve into the castle I'm greeted with
monsters, traps, shopkeepers and treasure. It's everything you might want in a rogue-like.

Upon second delve into the castle I'm greeted by all the same things...

Third delve, there's a new snake monster, but everything else is the same. No new items, monsters, traps, nor treasures. Those
few items I can buy are getting annoying as well since I have to keep rebuying them, they break quickly. The ones to locate the
princess also disappear fast, meaning I'm just searching through this large castle aimlessly.

Combat is very weak. Just walk up to monster and mash the button. No variety.

The game lacks purpose and the feeling of accomplishment.. Some difficulty would be nice. I mean, at least SOME. But after
playing for half an hour and at no point even remotely reaching death, I think it's safe to say that this just a really badly balanced
game.

The gameplay is also generic as hell.. Its an interesting game. I havent seen a game deliver the story like that before. To be
honest I was expecting a actual bird simulator but this was good too.. it makes sticky noises when you roll around. stay away
from this game.. This is an amazing game. Great story, Great characters, Medium difficulty with clues(only one tough puzzle
later on), there is only one problem.... its short. it's not actually that short, and its better than just dragging on, but you'll wish for
more. This was honestly the first point & click game i had ever played and though difficult at first it sparked in me a love for
these types of games. so in short, if you have money and like point & clicks its a must play.. Felt like being in the never ending
story, I loved it!!. I've only played a couple matches, and I'm already hooked. If you like chess, and especially if you like lasers
too, then get this game.. I really wanted to like this game becuase this is the eaxct type of puzzle game i would enjoy. The logic
board section of it is fine, however the impercision in the hardware section building is so frustrating. For example, I had to the
correct "idea" and logic of how to build the bot, but I needed the 4 sensors to be in exact spots, however there is no way to
measure anything or a mirror mode for symmetry. You just have to eyeball it and use your cursor. Just very frustrating because
it could be so good. Oh well..... Great old school shooter (like Gradius) with tight controls, great music and awesome graphics.
Need a controller though!
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